Transforming the Foundation
Industries-Network+

Network+ Vision
• Our network will engage academia, industry, policy makers and nongovernmental organisations to identify and address challenges and
opportunities to develop and adopt transformative technologies, business
models and working practices.
• Through our programme of mini-projects, workshops, knowledge transfer,
outreach and dissemination, the Network will test concepts and foster the
development of innovative outcomes to help transform UK foundation
industries.
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Themes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Energy efficiency
Circular economy
Next generation processes
Manufacturing informatics
Supply chain resilience
Equality diversity and inclusion
Enhancing working practices

Flexible fund in the TFIN+
• £1.45M will be allocated on a competitive basis for small projects to run up to 12
months.
• Eligible projects may include desk based studies, fieldwork, experimental studies
or secondments.

• Matched industry funding may increase the available budget to £2.8M and allow
between 20 to 30 projects to run.
• The flexible fund will provide equipment, facilities and access to expertise for
projects co-created with academics for the benefit of the foundation industries.
• Of the £1.45M, £300k will be set aside for post-doctoral researchers (PDRAs) and
research fellows (RF) for short term projects of their own design but still focusing
on the requirements of the Foundation Industries.

The Foundation Industry Business Context
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Background: existential threats
Challenges and opportunities
• Covid survival / recovery
• Brexit
• Net-Zero
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Transforming Foundation Industries
• Broader business context
• 6 sectors, universities, technology providers, BEIS,
UKRI
• For some sectors - the most significant
innovation fund
• All sizes of companies reached – incl. SMEs
• Biggest sectoral energy / resource efficiency
challenges need addressing– not just peripheral /
esoteric projects!
• Mechanisms in place for cross-sector working
• Feedback – and address the problems

2. Key technological challenges - Cross industry
perspective
More than one Foundation Industry needs to benefit from projects
•
•
•
•

Heat Recovery (Energy efficient manufacturing!)
Decarbonisation (How does this impact ceramics?)
Sensors/control/digitalisation (Maximising what we have!)
Waste utilisation and symbiosis (One sector’s waste is another’s
raw material!)

Some sectors will want to focus on one or two challenge areas

Technological challenges – Ceramics sector focus
Durable, low-cost heat
exchangers for kiln exhausts:
• Corrosion resistance to acidic kiln
exhaust gases
• Cost
• Demonstration of heat pipe heat
exchangers?
e.g. transfer from other foundation
sectors

Digitalisation improvements
improve efficiency:
• Improvements
measurement,
process control
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Dates for the diary
• April 19th: First TFINetwork+ workshop ‘Roadmapping for the
Foundation Industries’
• TBC Spring 21: First call for proposals. Our first call with
projects awarded (6-12 months). ECRs encouraged to bid.

• 6th July, Joint ACERS (UK chapter) – TFINetwork+ meeting on
Sustainable Ceramic Manufacturing
Details will be on our website www.tfinetworkplus.org and
distributed through our media outlets.

